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Introduction, Motivation, and
Background
A tensegrity structure is composed of rigid struts under
compression and tensile springs under tension. Originally
studied through sculpture, tensegrities are of interest to
the robotics community due to their strength, deformability and equilibrium form [2]. Due to these properties,
several tensegrity-based robots have been designed, but
there are a lack of robots designed using large or irregular tensegrity structures[1][3][4] [5][8] [10][11]. This is not
due to a lack of larger, more-complex tensegrity structures, as Rieffel et al. have developed an evolutionary
algorithm to represent and evolve tensegrity structures
[9].
Due to the nature of tensegrity structures, it is difficult to construct them by hand using the naive approach,
and while Liu et al. recently outlined how tensegrities
can be constructed using shape memory polymers, we
still lack a simple and cost-efficient way to construct arbitrary tensegrity structures [6]. We hypothesize that
if there exists a better way to construct tensegrity structures it will encourage the use of more complex tensegrity
structures in robotics.
As a basis for our concept, we consider that a given
tensegrity can be deformed such that all of its struts
are in a planar form, allowing for overlaps. If released,
the tensegrity will revert back to its original, equilibrium
state. We use this property to our benefit and detail a
method for constructing tensegrities by first connecting
the springs and then separating the struts. We consider
a flat-packed model of a tensegrity that contains an arrangement of struts and interwoven pattern of springs.
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We begin with the attributes of our given tensegrity,
this is the number of struts, the number of springs and an
array containing the information about the connections
present. Next the tensegrity attributes are used to model
the tensegrity in a physics simulator, ODE, Figure 2a.
This model provides us with 3D coordinates of each strut
endpoint. Next the tensegrity is modeled as a graph and
a force directed graph drawing program is applied in an
attempt to determine the best drawing of the graph, see
figure 2b. At this point all of the intersects present in
the graph are identified and the ordering of the elements
involved is determined using the 3D coordinates from
the 3Dd model. This information, in addition to the
graph, form the flat-pack. The final step is to physically
construct the tensegrity based on the flat-packed form,
Figure 3.

We have successfully developed and implemented an algorithm that given a tensegrity produces a flat-pack
model of that tensegrity. The algorithm is robust enough
to work on any tensegrity, although we are not guaranteed to generate a flat-packed form that is feasible to
physically construct. Figure 4 shows outputs of the 3D
and 2D modeling and reinforces that the process we have
developed is able to produce results for any tensegrity,
size and complexity are not limiting factors. This being
said, we have not physically verified this process on a
tensegrity containing more than 4 struts.

(a) A 15-strut tensegrity
simulated in ODE.

(b) Graph of 15-strut tensegrity.

Future Work

To what extent can we develop an algorithm, given a
tensegrity structure and some constraints, that can be
used to produce a flat-packed model of that tensegrity
which meets the given constraints and will revert back
to its equilibrium state upon release?

Our future work includes improving the 2D graph drawing process to generate better drawing and to consider
more limitations, such as maximum spring length. We
would also like to write a program to translate a graph
of struts to a file that can be used to lasercut the struts
in the desired formation.This will enable us to physically
test our findings more easily, and thus identify further
physical constraints. Finally we consider the use of alternative materials to avoid attaching springs by hand.

Figure 2: Models of the 3-strut tensegrity.
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Figure 4: Models of the 15-strut tensegrity.

(b) Graph of 3-strut tensegrity
drawn using force-directed graph
drawing. The blue lines are struts
and the green lines are springs.
Note: One strut is overlapping
with a spring.
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